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Executive Summary 

This audit report describes the outcome of an on-site audit of Spain's meat inspection system 
conducted by the Food Safety and Inspection Service (FSIS) from January 7 through 
Februaryl2,2010. 

This was a routine on-going equivalence verification audit. The audit objective was to ensure 
that Spain continues to maintain a food safety system for meat slaughter and meat processing 
equivalent to that of the United States, with the resultant capacity to produce products that are 
safe, unadulterated, and properly labeled. Between January 1 and December 31,2009, Spain 
exported 1,531,355 pounds of processed pork meat products to the United States. 

The Central Competent Authority (CCA) maintains the legal authority and the responsibility 
to enforce all applicable meat inspection system laws and regulations governing Spain and 
third country requirements. However, the auditor concluded that these requirements were not 
consistently applied throughout the food safety system, which resulted in the CCA initiating 
an enforcement action in one of the five establishments audited. 

The auditor reviewed and analyzed five risk areas within Spain's food safety inspection 
system. The two risk areas revealed potential weakness in Sanitation Controls and 
Enforcement. These weaknesses were not determined to have a significant impact on the food 
safety inspection system, but did require action. 

The audit also detected a potential weakness in Government Oversight, as laboratory reviews 
were not being conducted by the CCA. During the audit the CCA proffered corrective actions, 
which were later verified by the auditor. 

Although several areas of concern were identified, the FSIS concluded that Spain continues to 
operate a food safety system equivalent to that of the United States. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The Food Safety and Inspection Service (FSIS) of the United States Department of Agriculture 
conducted an audit of Spain's meat food safety system from January 7 through February 12, 
2010. 

The audit began with an entrance meeting held on January 7,201 0, in Madrid with the 
participation of representatives from the Ministry of Public Health and Social Policy (MSPS), 
and the auditor from the FSIS, Office of International Affairs (OIA), International Audit Staff 
(IAS). The MSPS is the Central Competent Authority (CCA) for Spain. In addition to the 
MSPS representatives, a representative of the Ministry of Environment and Rural and Marine 
Affair was present at this meeting. 

2. AUDIT OBJECTIVE, SCOPE, AND METHODOLOGY 

The audit objective was to verify that Spain's food safety system governing meat products 
continues to be equivalent to that of the U.S. system, with the resultant capacity to produce 
products which are safe, unadulterated, and properly labeled. 

The FSIS auditor was accompanied throughout the entire audit by representatives from the CCA 
and /or representatives from the regional and local inspection offices. Program effectiveness 
determinations focused on government controls and oversight within five risk areas (1) 
Sanitation Controls, including the implementation and operation of Sanitation Standard 
Operating Procedures (SSOP), (2) Animal Disease Controls, (3) Slaughter/Processing Controls, 
including the implementation and operation of Hazard Analysis Critical Control Point (HACCP) 
programs, and a testing program for generic Escherichia coli (E. coli), (4)Residue Controls, and 
(5) Enforcement Controls, including a government verification testing program for Salmonella 
species. 

Administrative functions were reviewed at the CCA headquarters, four autonomous regional 
offices, one provincial office, two district offices and five local inspection offices, during which 
the auditor evaluated the implementation of those management control systems in place which 
ensure that the national system of inspection, verification, and enforcement was being 
implemented as intended. 

A sample of five establishments was selected from a total of ten establishments certified to 
export meat products to the U.S. During the establishment visits, particular attention was paid to 
the extent to which industry and government interact to control hazards and prevent non- 
compliances that threaten food safety, with an emphasis on the CCA's ability to provide 
oversight through supervisory reviews conducted in accordance with 9 CFR 327.2. 

Additionally, two microbiology laboratories and one residue laboratory were audited to verify 
their ability to provide adequate technical support to the inspection system. 

i 
; 
1 
i 



Audit Scope Summary 

I Competent Authority I Central I 1 I MSPS Madrid 1-

Mahadohonda, Madrid (also audited for 
residue) 
Public Health Laboratory, Laboratorio de 
Salud Publica, Valencia 

I 

Regional 

I 1 I One Provincial office in Castilla y Leon. 
Mic~~biologicalLaborat!,,, 1 2 1  Centro Nacional De Alimentacion, 

3. LEGAL BASIS FOR THE AUDIT AND AUDIT STANDARDS 

Residue Laboratory 

Meat SlaughterIProcessing 
Establishments 
Meat Processing Establishments 

The audit was undertaken under the specific provisions of the United States' laws and 
regulations, in particular: 

4 

The Federal Meat Inspection Act (21 U.S.C. 601 et seq.), and 
The Federal Meat Inspection Regulations (9 CFR Parts 301 to end), which include the 
Pathogen Reduction/Hazard Analysis and Critical Control Point (PRMACCP) 
regulations. 

Four regional inspection offices in the 
Autonomous Communities (AC) of Castilla-La 
Mancha, Castilla y Le6n, Valencia, and La Rioja. 

1 

1 

4 

The audit standards applied during the review of Spain's meat inspection system included: (1) 
All applicable legislation originally determined by FSIS as equivalent as part of the initial review 
process, and (2) Any subsequent equivalence determinationsthat have been made under 
provisions of the World Trade Organization's SanitaryPhytosanitary Agreement, which include 
the use of the following laboratory methods and processes: 

Laboratory for Residue Control, Lab de Salud 
Publica de Castilla y Leon, Salamanca 
Salamanca 

Burgos, Utiel, Toledo, Logrono 

Testing for SalmonelIa species using PEElLSPVl012 (equivalence granted March 
12,2008), 
Testing for Listeria monocytogenes (Lm) in Ready- to -Eat (RTE) product, 
PEE/LSPV/O68. 
Testing for Enterobacteriaceae and Total Viable Count in lieu of testing for 
generic E. coli, 
EN 45001 - laboratory quality control standards 



PNTCNA-IB023 method for species verification (equivalence granted April 1, 

2008) 

CANJAESA-BA001-02 Listeria monocytogenes method (equivalence granted 

December ll,2008), and 

CAN-AESA Salmonella method (equivalence granted December 1 1,2008) 


4. BACKGROUND 

Spain is eligible to export raw and processed meat products, including pork, to the U.S. Between 
January 1 and December 3 1,2009, Spain exported 1,53 1,355 pounds of processed pork meat 
products to the U.S., of which 486,597 pounds were re-inspected at U.S. Ports of Entry (POE). 
No products were rejected. 

Spain's food safety system was last audited in February/March of 2008. The findings of the 
2008 audit resulted in seven observations of non-compliance by the auditor, and one enforcement 
action taken by the CCA, which was a Notice of Intended Delistment (NOID). No enforcement 
actions resulted in any establishment being prohibited from exporting meat to the U.S. This was 
a routine verification audit which identified significant deficiencies. The audit findings included 
the lack of government oversight of laboratories, and a weakness in the Sanitation Controls risk 
area, which included a failure to implement and verify sanitation programs consistently 
throughout the system. 

An analysis of these prior systemic deficiencies if found not to be fully corrected or repeat 
findings within the context of the current audit findings indicates a potential weakness in the 
CCA's ability to provide adequate oversight for the implementation of a sanitation program 

-

within its inspection system. 

5. GOVERNMENT OVERSIGHT 

FSIS import eligibility requirements dictate that a foreign country's inspection system be 
organized and administered by the national government of the foreign country and provide 
standards equivalent to those of the Federal system of meat inspection of the U.S. For Spain, the 
MPHS maintains exclusive responsibility regarding the general principles of health and also for 
transposing the European Community regulations into Spanish law to guarantee the consistency 
of the national inspection system. The Spanish Food Safety and Nutrition Agency coordinates 
the consistency of the national system. Each AC implements those regulations. 

The CCA maintains the legal authority and the responsibility to enforce all meat inspection 
system laws and regulations governing Spain's food safety system and third country 
requirements. However, during the course of the audit of Spain's meat inspection system it was 
observed that these requirements were not consistently applied throughout the system. This 
conclusion was evidenced by the enforcement action (NOID) taken by the CCA in one of the 
five establishments audited. 
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An NOID action indicates conditions within an establishment were not immediately rectifiable, 
but did not pose an imminent threat to public health and would warrant decertification if not 
corrected within thirty days from the time of issuance. A failure to implement the inspection 
laws and regulations could result in the production and the export of unwholesome, adulterated, 
or mislabeled product to the U.S. 

When a foreign CCA certified establishment is issued an NOID or is delisted, it is because there 
has been a fundamental failure of process control or basic sanitation within the facility. While 
FSIS expects these actions to occur in relation to the CCA's ongoing responsibilities for 
inspection and for oversight of its inspection personnel, these events carry a different 
significance when they occur within the context of an FSIS audit, as it calls into question why 
the conditions within a particular establishment have gone unchecked and escalated to the level 
where an enforcement action is necessary during the audit. 

An important subcomponent of FSIS' eligibility requirements includes the need for the direct 
oversight of government laboratories. The audit also detected a potential weakness in 
Government Oversight, relative to laboratory oversight. The audit findings revealed that 
periodic laboratory reviews were not being conducted by the CCA. The CCA oversight of 
laboratories is important to verify that laboratories implement and maintain U.S. requirements. 

FSIS expects that documented reviews be performed of all microbiological laboratories that are 
eligible to perform microbiological analyses of official samples of product eligible for export to 
the U.S. These reviews serve as a fimdamental layer of oversight to ensure the standards are 
being met. A failure to provide direct oversight of these laboratories may result in the 
inconsistent application of U.S. requirements and the export of unwholesome, adulterated 
product to the U.S. 

6. SANITATION CONTROLS 

The first of the five risk areas that the FSIS auditor reviewed was Sanitation Controls. The 
inspection system must contain requirements for sanitation, for sanitary handling of products, 
and for the development and implementation of SSOP. 

The establishment audits indicated that some in-plant government inspection personnel were not 
effectively carrying out the procedures as described in MSPS's meat inspection laws and 
regulations governing the food safety system. 

The auditor observed several failures by both establishment and inspection personnel to identify 
contaminated product and product-contact surfaces, and other insanitary conditions which may 
lead to product contamination and adulteration. Additionally, in the establishment issued the 
NOID enforcement action, the auditor observed all inspection personnel were performing only 
on-line slaughter activities, which consumed their total inspection time. As a result, other 
inspection oversight activities appeared to be neglected. 

Supervisory reviews of establishments and inspector performance are conducted and documented 
by the CCA and by the AC authorities. The auditor analyzed the supervisory review documents, 



and observed many of the deficiencies identified in the supervisory reviews, were also present 
during the audit. The enforcement action taken by the CCA during the current audit related to 
sanitation deficiencies, indicating the need for a more consistent application of controls, as well 
as better government oversight. 

7. ANIMAL DISEASE CONTROLS 

The second of the five risk areas that the FSIS auditor evaluated was Animal Disease Controls, 
including a review of the mechanisms for animal identification, control of condemned and 
restricted product, and for the sanitary handling of returned and reconditioned product. NO 
findings were identified as a result of this review. 

8. SLAUGHTERJPROCESSING CONTROLS 

The third of the five risk areas the FSIS auditor reviewed was Slaughter/Processing Controls, 
which included ante-mortem inspection procedures, ante-mortem disposition, humane handling 
and humane slaughter, post-mortem inspection procedures, post-mortem disposition, 
implementation of HACCP systems in all establishments, and implementation of a generic E. 
coli testing program in slaughter establishments. 

The review of applicable legislation and procedures indicated that the MSPS continues to 
maintain sufficient written controls with respect to this risk area. The auditor observed the 
implementation of MSPS's Slaughterffrocessing controls and these observations resulted in no 
findings. 

9. RESIDUE CONTROLS 

The fourth of the five risk areas that the FSIS auditor reviewed was Residue Controls. The 
inspection system must have a chemical residue control program, organized and administered by 
the national government, which includes random sampling of internal organs and fat of carcasses 
for chemical residues identified by the exporting country's meat inspection authority or by FSIS 
as contaminants. Prior to the on-site audit, the auditor reviewed FSIS' POE testing results and 
did not identify any concerns in this risk area. 

During the audit, one government residue laboratory was reviewed and no deficiencies were 
observed. In addition, interviews with CCA personnel and the review of relevant records 
indicated that Spain's residue control plan was being appropriately implemented. 

10. ENFORCEMENT CONTROLS 

The last of the five risk areas that the FSIS auditor reviewed was Enforcement Controls. These 
controls included the enforcement of inspection requirements and the testing programs for 
Salmonella spp; Lm, species verification, and verification of corrective action by the CCA. 

While no deficiencies were identified concerning the testing programs for the relevant 
pathogens, weaknesses associated with the enforcement of sanitation standards and the 



performance of laboratory oversight reviews have been duly noted in previous portions of this 
report (Government Oversight and Sanitation Controls). 

11. EXIT MEETING 

An exit conference was held on February 11,2010 with the MSPS. At this meeting, the 
preliminary findings from the audit were presented by the FSIS auditor. 

12. CONCLUSIONS AND CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

Non-compliances involving the enforcement of FSIS requirements were identified in three of 
five establishments audited. Inadequate CCA controls contributed to the issuance of one NOID 
for SSOP and other sanitation non-compliances. No non-compliances were reported in two of 
five establishments audited. 

The FSIS auditor evaluated the nature, extent, and degree to which inadequate CCA controls 
impacted the food safety system and public health. Inadequate CCA controls relate to the lack of 
CCA oversight of some in-plant government officials, and plant staffing. 

The FSIS auditor concluded that although not all FSIS requirements were enforced, MSPS has 
adequate controls in place, resulting in an effective food safety system. 

During the on-site audit, the CCA made a verbal commitment to conduct annual oversight audits 
of all government laboratories which test U.S. eligible product. Subsequent to the audit, the 
CCA provided responses to FSIS's Self Reporting Tool, which indicated the annual laboratory 
audits were being implemented as committed. FSIS intends to request specific laboratory audit 
documents verifying the corrective actions are adequate and effective. 

Oto Urban, DVM 
Senior Program Auditor 

13. ATTACHMENTS 

Foreign Country Response to the Draft Final Audit Report (when it becomes available) 



Phone (202)728 2339 
(202)452 0100 

Fax (202)728 2320 
info@mapausa.org 

EMBASSY OF SPAIN 

Office of Environment and Rural and Marine Affairs 


2375 Pennsylvania Ave., N.W. 

Washington, D.C. 20037 


Mr. James Adams, DVM 
Director, 
FSIS/USDA 
International Audit Staff 
Office on International Affair 
1400 Independence Ave. S.W. 
Washington, DC. 20250 

July 6, 2011 

Dear M r .  James Adams, 

On June 10, we sent you copy of comments on draft of F~nal Report of the audit 
undertaken in Spain from January 7 to February 12, 2010 to evaluate the food safety 
security applied to the production of meat products susceptible to be exported to the 
United States. Ialso sent you an unofficial translation in later days. Now Iam sending 
you the original documents and again a complimentary unofficial translation. 

Should you have any question, do not hesitate to contact my office. 

Almudena Rodriguez S6nchez-Beato 
Counselor 

mailto:info@mapausa.org


Equality), as Central Authority Competent (ACC), has visited the two laboratories 
authorized to analyze microorganism of Official samples of products that can be exported 
to the United States. 

Food National Center (CNA): The supervision was undertaken on March 22, 2010. As it 
is indicated in point 3 of audit report (which copy it is attached), since the following day 
of the final meeting'of the FSIS audit, the CNA attaches a copy of "Testing report" to the 
information that already was being sent to the Ministry of Health, Social Policy and 
Equality with the results of the analysis. In the testing report is, among others, the 
description and status of the sample received in the laboratory, as the methodology used. 

As evidence, it is provided both communications on analytical results that correspond to 
one establishment: one is fiom January 21,2010 (only with results) and the other is from 
February 15,2010 (in which also it is included the testing report). 

Laboratow of Public Health of Valencia (LSPV): the supervision of the ACC was 
undertaken in November 17, 2010, since this laboratory did not start its participation in 
the "Program of Verification of Microbiological of RTE producti' until the third trimester 
of 2010. 

It is attached a copy of the report of the visit with the results of it, also a note from the 
laboratory, as an example, which also has attached two analysis bulletins correspondents 
to the analyzed sample. 

The ACC has planned to undertake at least one annual supervision to each laboratory in 
order to determine asufficient application of the requirements to the United States. 

June 9,201 1 
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UNOFFICIALTRANSLATION 

OBSERVATIONS TO THE FINAL DRAFT TO THE AUDIT UNDERTAKEN 
JANUARY 7 TO FEBRUARY 12, 2010 TO EVALUATE THE SECURITY OF 
THE FOOD SAFETY APPLIED IN THE PRODUCTION OF MEAT PRODUCTS 

i SUSCEPTIBLES TO BE EXPORTED TO THE UNITED STATES. 

I 
1.INTRODUCTION 

2' Paragraph, 5 line: Where it says "Ministry of Environment" it should say 
"Ministry of Environment and Rural and Marine Affairs" * 

2.AUDIT OBJECTIVE, SCOPE AND METHODOLOGY 

2' Paragraph, 2" line: add "and' before the "or representatives" being the correct 
one "from the CCA /or representatives from the regional and local inspection 
offices" since the FSIS inspector was accompanied all the time by the 
representative of the Central Authority. 
Table 'Audit Scope Summary": 

o Microbiological Laboratories: 
It should omit '.Public Health Laboratory "before the "Centro 
Nacional de Alimentaci6n.' 
Where it says "Majadfionda" it should say "Mahadghonda.' 
Where it says "Laboratorio de Phblica, Valencia,'. it should 
say "Laboratorio de Salud Pfiblica, Valencia,.' 

o Residue Laboratory: where it says 'Castilla Le6n" it should say Castilla y 
Le6n". 

3.LEGAL BASIS FOR THE AUDIT AND AUDIT STANDARDS 

In the summary of methodology and procedures of the laboratories, i t  should be included 
the one applied by the "Centro Nacional de Alimentacidn for what the FSIS has 
determined the equivalence. 

PNTCNA-IB023 method for species verification (equivalence granted April 1, 
2008) 
CANIAESA BA001-02 Listeria nomocytogenes method (equivalence granted 
December 1<2008), and 
CAN-AESA Salmonella method (equivalence granted December 11,2008) 

5. GOVERNMENT OVERSIGHT 
1" paragraph, the line before the last one: where it says '.Spanish Food Safety 
Agency.' it should say "Spanish Food Safety and Nutrition Agency" 

As a consequence of the observations made by the FSIS inspector in regards to the direct 
governmental supervision of the laboratories, during year 2010 the Ministry of Public 
Health and Social Policy (since October 2010, Ministry of Health, Social Policy and 



COURTESY UNOFFICIAL TRANSLATION 

NATIONAL FOOD CENTER -YEAR 2010 

MARCH 22,2010 -MAJADAHONDA (MADRID1 

Attendees 

National Food Center [CNAl 

Fernando Tovar Hernandez-Director 
Maria Teresa Lopez Esteban-Acting Deputy Director 
Maria Carmen Blanco Vidal- Chief of the Food Microbiology 
Service 
lsidoro Ruiz-Ramos Garcia Tenorio - Chief of Technical 
ManagementService 
Joaquin Berenguer Soler - Chief of Quality Assurance 
Service. 

General Subdirectoratefor Foreiqn Health 

Marta Garrido Garcia - Chief of Management and 
CoordinationArea 
Juan Manuel Troncoso Ramon - Chief of Health and 
Hygiene Control Service 

1. Purpose of the meeting 

It celebrates the meeting as a result of the recommendations 
made by Dr. Oto Urban in the last audit held by the FSlS in our 
country from January 7th to February 11, 2010 as well as for the 
necessity of completing the corresponding part to such 
laboratory of "Self-reporting" elaborated by FSIS. 

Likewise, we take the opportunity to discuss other topics 
related to the official control program for meat and meat-
products' s export to the USA. 

2. Completing of FSlS "Self-Reporting" 

The greater part of the meeting is dedicated to review the 
questions that arose by the FSlS in the "Self-reporting", checking all 
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the documents supporting the lab answers (Quality Manual, 
General Operative Procedures - POGs, Lab worksheets, etc.) 

3. Supervision, by the ACC, of the methods used by CAN for 
meat and meat products analysis susceptible of been 
exported to the USA. 

In response to the respecting observation by the FSlS auditor. 
and from the following day to the final audit meeting, CAN 
attaches a copy of the "Test report" to the info sent to the SGSE 
with the results of analysis. 

The test report contains, in addition to other data, the 
description and state of the sampling received from the lab, as 
well as the methodology used. 

4. Analytic method for Salmonella presence determination. 

In previous meeting, CAN and SGSE detected the necessity 
to convene the Autonomous Communities with authorized 
establishments to export to the USA; during this meeting, CNA will 
clarify doubts that would exist about the applying FSlS method 
MGL.04.CO2 for the investigation of Salmonella in 325 g. 

After discussing the details, it reaches the agreement that 
the SGSE, as a competent central authority, will convene to the 
meeting the responsible employees for the inspection official 
services at the Autonomous Communities (CCAA) and their lab 
officials with authorized establishments or underway of 
authorization to export their products to the USA. 

Previously, the SGSE will send to the same CCAA the method 
MGL.04.CO2 for its revision and study, in the way that the labs can 
expound their doubts in the cited meeting. The CNA offered to 
respond to those questions, due to its dilated experience in the 
RTE products analysis for meat and meat products export to the 
USA. 

In this regard, all the labs will be at the same level, without 
assuming, neither one, the role of coordinator of the official 
control analysis program for the export of meat and meat 
products to the USA. 

5. New model of sampling minutes. 

During the meeting object of this summary, it reviews the 
new model of sampling minutes established through the 
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"sampling procedure (Official Microbiologic verification program 
in RTE product)." The CNA makes its observations during this, 
meeting that the SGSE will add to the cited Procedure. 

6. Seminars for laboratories personnel organized by the FSIS. 

The SGSE handed to the CNA FSIS information related to 
three courses for official laboratories personnel about 
"Microbiology," "Antibiotics residues" and "Pesticides residues," 
that such Service is scheduled to hold during the pre'sent year. 

Likewise, the deadline is indicated to send the compulsory 
applications, in case of the CNA has interest to participate in 
some of the seminars; it will be on Wednesday March 31, 2010. 

Madrid, April 26,201 0 

CHIEF OF MANAGEMENT AND CHIEF OF HEALTH AND 

COORDINATION AREA HYGIENE CONTROL SERVICE 


Marta Garrido Garcia Juan Manuel Troncoso Ram6n 



Ministryof Health ond Consumption 

SpanishAgency of Food and Nutrition Food NotionalCenter 


MinistvbfHealthand Social Policy 

Internal Registry 

Assistant DirectorGeneral for ForeignHealth 

mtrl 
Registry # 381 

Date 01/22/2010.09:24:26 


Related to the samples included in the previous sending for the first semester. 
corresponding to "Residues, determination of species, Listeria and Salmonella 
Program for the USA", from the establishment Campofrio Food Group. S.A. (Burgos) 
and received on February 2, this year. Attached find the corresponding official 
"Sampling sheet" that accompanied it, as well as the obtained analytic results from 
the samples sent for the study on "Listeria" and "Salmonella" record # 10100252. 

Such results have not shown any abnormality 

Majadahonda. January 21.2010 

THE TECHNICAL SECRETARY 

lsidoro Ruiz-Ramos 

CIC: Official Veterinary Services. C/ La Bureba, sln -09007 - Burgos 

Assistant General Dtrector of Coordination and Alerts and AESAN Official 
Control Programming. c l  Alcala, 56 -28014 -Madrid. 

ASSISTANT GENERAL DIRECTOR OF FOREIGN HEALTH -MINISTRY OF HEALTH AND 
SOCIAL POLICY. Paseo Del Prado, .18-20.28014-MADRID 



Ministry of Health and Conrumption 
General Direction ofPublic Health 

Sampling Sheet .063181 
Plan of Residues and Determination ot Species tw  the USA 

SAMPUBG OWNTRANDSOURCT NAME AND ADDRESS OTHERIDENnRCAr!VED&TA 
CAMQOFUIO FOOD GROUP, S.A. 
C/ La Bureba. 13 Re6 real .I74677 
OPOOFBURGOS 


SP€CE AUTONOMOUS COMMUNlW FSlABUSHMCNTNUMBTR. Bakh SlZk 

PlGS CASnILE AND LEON ".%.A. 21 SOW units 

nSSUEORSMlPLINTOANAllllr . ~NSP~CT~ONSERVICESSI\MPUNGSH~ETOUT~UTDATT: ".I.&RESIDUES PROGRAM 

CODE I\UTHORIIEO LABORATOR7 


G H R M ~gpu.wg 
02/01/2010 

C.N.A. 
VElEIIINARI SERVlC€i INSPECTOR' OATS06 COLLMION OF SAMPLES COLLECTION"Me OATEOFSMIPL~PHIPMENIIOIHE 
SIGNATURE UBORATORY: 

01/01/2010 8:OO 02/01/2010 
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Coder object ot onohlrlr (mark hith onXI: 


PCB's + ORGANOCHLORINE IOCJ ( I :  ORGANOPHOSPHORATE (Opt ( 1: HEAVY METAL ( I;CHLORANPHENICOL / 1: ANTIBIOTICS I I: 

SULFAMIDES ( I :  D.E.S. + HORMONES (1; DETERMINATION OF ANIMALSPECIES ( I ;  LlSlERlAS (XI: IVERMECnNE ( ) 


SALMONELLA(X)  

FORTHE EXCLUSIVE USE OFTHE LAB 

LIST-LISTERIA 

Monocytqlener 


SALM-SALMONELLA 


FORTHE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE OFFICIAL VEIERIANARIES 

TISSUE OR SAMPLE AMOUNT SENT TO THE LABORATORY DATA OF MEAT OR MWT PRODUCT SAMPLES FOREIGN SOURCE 

MEAT 

FAT LIVER MUSCLE KIDNEY PRODUCT FOREIGN ESTABLISHMENT NAME AND ADDRESS COUMRY 


6W+6W GR 


OTHER ESPECIAL DIRECTIONS FOR TAKING SAMPLES ESTABLISHMENT ID # BATCH ID # BATCH SIZE OTHER 
IDEMIFICATIVE 

DATA 



MINISTRY OF HEALTH Spanish Agencyof Health Safety and Food Natlonal Center 
AND SOCIAL POUCY Nutrition 

Sampled 100167 TESTREPORTI1 IO/OOZ SZ 

servlce of FoodMocroblolokl 

SAMPLE NAME: MEATPRODUCT(a(ORIZ0) 

TEST REPORT 

SAMPLE DENOMINATION, DESCRIPTION AND IDENTIFICATION, ACCORDING PETITIONER OR OTHERS 

MEAT PRODUCT(CHORIZ0) 

The Sample sformed by hvochor~zos, vacuumed and sealed by thermo heat, ~nthe lnterlar of an offlclal sealed bag. 

Sample from CAMPOFRIO FOOD FROUP, S.A. (Burgos) 

Residues Program, species determination, Listeria and Salmonella for USA 

Seal number: 000174677 red color. 

Sample page U: 06388 

Batch#: 695844 

Type of Analysis: Informative 

PETITIONER: 

AUTONOMOUS C O M M U N I T Y  OF CASTILLE AND LEON - OFFICIAL VETERINARY SERVICES -
CAMPOFRIO FOOD GROUP, S.A. 

c/ La Bureba, 13 
09007 BURGOS 

SAMPLE RECEPTION DATE AT CNA: 

February 2.2010 
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Testing Laboratory accredited by  ENAC with accreditation # 1781LE397 

NOTE: This report only affects t o  the  object undergoing test and itmust no  partially reproduce itself without the testing 
laboratory written approval. 

nra. Pozuelo- Majadahanda Km. 6,100 
28220 MAJADAHONDA (Madrid) 
Phone: 9 1  822 3000 
Facsimile: 91  609 7913 



-
M1NISTRYOFHFALTH Spanish Nenq of HealthSafeh) and FoodNationalCenter 
AND SOCIAL POLICY Nutrition 

Sample# 100167 	 TEST REPORT 11101002521 

Sewice of Food Microbiology 

SAMPLE NAME: MEATPRODUC7(CHORlZO) 

SAMPLING PROCEDURE: 

Sample sent by the petitioner. 

ANALYZED PARAMETERS AND RESULTS: 


PARAMETER I RESULTS 

Absence /325 g. 

I 
I 	 #the m a r k e d  tests are not inc luded in the object ofaccreditation. 

Ana ly t ic  methodology: 

Method (PCR-BAX) USDA-MLG4C 

PARAMETER 1 RESULTS 
Listerla rnonocytogenes 	 I Absence /25 g 

Analytic methodology: 

PNTCNA_BAOOl 


Test start date: February 2,2010 

Test end date: February 12.2010 
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Testing Laboratory accredited by ENAC with accreditation # 178ILE397. 

NOTE: This report only affects to the object undergoingtest and it must no partially reproduce itself without the testing 
laboratory written approval. 

ctra. Poruela -Maiadahonda Km. 6,100 
28220 MNADAHONDA (Madrid) 
Phone: 91822 3000 
Facsimile: 91  609 7913 



MINISTRY OF HEALTH Spanlrh Agency of Health Safetyand Food National Center 
AND SOCIAL POUCY Nutrition 

Sample11 100167 TEST REPORT# 10/00252 

Service of Food Microb8ology 

SAMPLE NAME: MEAT PRODucT(CHORlZ0) 

Maiadahonda, February 12.2010 


APPROVAL BY THE DIRECTOR THE TECHNICAL RESPONSIBLE 


Signed: Fernando Tovar Hernandez Signed: Maria Carmen Blanco Vidal 

-- " "" 
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Testing Laboratory accredited by ENAC with accreditation B 178fLE397. 

NOTE: This report only affects t o  the object undergoing test and it must no partially reproduce itself without the testing 
laboratory written approval. 

Ctra. Poruelo -Majadahonda Km. 6,100 
28220 MPJADAHONDA (Madrid) 
Phone: 91822 3000 
Facsimile: 91  609 7913 



Chanrelleryof Health PublicHealth Laboratow 
AUTONOMOUS COMMUNITY DireaionGeneralof PublicHealth Avda. CataluRa, 21 

Center of PubltcHealthof Valenda 961925890Phone
OF VALENCIA Departments4.5 and 6 961925704Fax 

GENEWLREGISTRY AVTONOMOUICOMMUNlTYO~YAIENCI/\ 
CHANCELLEY OF HEALTH 

DEC 212010 PUBLICHEALTH CENTER 
lz/15/10 0120n 

REGISTRYOF =IT 

VALENCW 

Valencia, Privates 
December 10,2010 

Attached please find the analysis tab bulletins detailed as follows: 

APPLICATION DATE EXTERNALREF SAMPLE SAMPLE INFORMATON 

08-10-15214 11/24/2010 07092 Chorizo Population: 

Source: 
08-10-15215 11/24/2010 07091 Chorizo Population: 

Source: 

The Director of Public Health 

Jose Luis FabedoAgusti 



Chancelleryof Health P~bltcHealth Laboratory 
AUTONOMOUS COMMU~~N D#wdi~nGeneralofPublic Heaith Avda. EataluRa, 21 

Center of Publ~cHealth ofvalencra 96 1925890 Phone 
OF VALENCIA Departments 4.5 and 6 961925704Fax 

46020 VALENCIA . Electranlc signature Decree 87/2002. Valenaa Government 

Chancellery~fHealth PubiicHealth Laboratory 
AUTONOMOUS C O M M ~ ~ ~ N  Direction Generalof PublicHealth Avda. EataluRa, 21 

Center of Publoc Health of Valenria 96 1925890 Phone 
OF VALENCIA Department5 4.5 and6 96 1925704 Fax 

ANALYSIS REPORT 

Report U Sample it 08-10-15214 Sample entry date 11/24/2010 
0712101S214 Record11 07092 sample date 11/23/2010 

I 
Sample Chor!m Analyr%stVpe Regulatoryrarnple 
Sample dercrtptaon CURED MEATPRODUCT -
mked by Privates Address 
IDU. CA DE LA RlOJA 
Plan Satch 
Esp6omen 

City 

Establ8nhment PALACiOS ALIMENTACION, 5.A U 

Analvsis requested: Microbiology End date: 12/02/2010 

parameter ValueFound lncen w LC value of ~ e f h c d  Test standate 
Reference 

lnv brtena manorytogener V E g )  It lr not defecfed absence PEE/LSPV/OD 11/30/2010 

ALIQUOT'S OBSERVATIONS: 

OBSERVATIONS: 

NOTES: 

The column that enpresser the value of reference ir not nncludedin the subject of the acEredltatlon 

L.D.: Limit of detection 

L.C.: Umif of quantification. 

Parameters marked (n)doer not match the reference established by: 

Regulation 2073/200s: RO 14212002 


Laboratory accredated by ENAC Acued8tatlon U 234lLE371 

Valenna, December 7,2010 
Laboratory Section Chief 
This document has been validated 
Electronically according to what establishes 
Decree 87i2Wz. Valencia Government. 

Pedro Mart, Requena 

The results in this report only arereferred to  the sample object of testing. 

The partial reproduction ofme report without wrmen permission is prohibited. 
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Chancellery of Health Public Health Laboraton, 

AUTONOMOUS coMMUNlN D#reRmrtGeneralof PvblicHealth Avda. CataluRa, 21 


Center of Public Health of Valenda 961925890Phone

OF VALENCIA Departments 4.5 and 6 96 1915709 Fax 


46020VAlENCIA 

Elearonlc slgnature Decree 8712002. Valenc~a Government 


Chancellery of Health Publr Health Laboratory 

A"TONOMOUS C O M Dwect#OnGeneral~ ~ ~ of PublicHeatth~ ~ Avda Cataluiia, 21 


Center of Public Healthof Valenda 961925890Phone

OF VALENCIA Departments4.5 and 6 96 1925709 Fax 


46020 VALENCIA 


ANALYSIS REPORT 

Report # Sample #0&10-15215 sample entry date 11/24/2010 

071210 15215 Recordn07091 sample date 11/23/2010 


I 
Sample: Chorizo Analysis tyee: Regulatory sample 

SPm~ledescription: NRED MEAT PRODUCT 

Asked by:Pr i~ ter  Address: 

ID It:C.A. DE LA RIOJA 

Plan: Batch: 

ErpCcimen: 

City 

Establishment: PALACIOSALIMENTAU0N.S.A.U. 


Analvsis reauested: M~crobiology End date: 12/03/2010 

m: 
Parameter Value ~ound lncen (3 LC Value of ~ e f h o d  lenstandate 

- ---Ilctrrenrc-.... .-..-. .. 
In. \a8monc a b  +.!, '. , s o o t o ~ t , c c . ~ ,  . m e ~ < ?  2 + c ! - \ ~ . . l l , ~ ~2 .  1 : ~ .

,."'.,,. ,I.!$, 

-. .... -.. ..-. 
... 

", S,',!- .I.1.. "J'"e,cricd A L W ~ ,l PEE/.SpI/O!2, , .!-O.-. -. -... . . .-. ... 

ALIQUOT'S 08SERVATIONS: 

OBSERVATIONS. 

Thecolumn that expresser thevalueof reference a not ~ncludedin therubleaof theaccredltatlon 

L.O.: Limit of detection 

L.C.: Limit of quantification. 

Parameters marked (#I doer not match the reference established by: 

Regulation 2073/Zoos; Ro 14UZOO2 


Laboratoryaccred8ted by ENAC AccredrtatlonU 234lLE371 

Valenua, December 7,2010 
Laboratorysection Chief 
This document has been validated 
Eiectr~nicslly according to  what establisher 
Decree 8712002, Valencia Government. 

Pedro Marti Requena 

Theresults in this report only are referred to  thesampleobjectofrerting. 

The partial reproduction of the report without written permission is prohibited 




Unofficial Translation 

LABORATORY REPORT ON PUBLIC HEALTH O F  VALENCIA-year 2010 

On November 17,2010, as established by the Food Safety and Inspection Service (FSIS) 
of Department of Agriculture of the United States, it was undertaken an audit visit to the 
Public Health Laboratory of Valencia (LSPV). 

The designated technical expert by the Directorate General of Public Health and Foreign 
Health (DGSPSE): Marta Garrido Garcia. 

Information of the laboratory: 
Name of the Laboratory: Public Health Laboratory of Valencia 
Address: Avda. de Catalufia, 21-46020 Valencia 
Telephone 96 192 5890 

Goals 
Verify analytical methodology undertaken within the frame of control program 
for the exportation of ready to eat products (RTE) to the United States. 
Comply with Self-Reporting Tool of FSIS 

Subject: Salmonella and Listena nzonocytogenes 
Criterion: 

Analytical Methodologies PEE/LSPV/068 (Listeria monocytogenes) and 
PEE/LSPV/012 (Salmonella) 
Self-Reporting Tool 

The verification activities were undertaken following the structure established in previous 
notification. 

BACKGROUND 

The LSPV was authorized to undertake Salmonella and Listeria monocytogenes within 
the program of analysis of both microorganisms in RTE products to export to the United 
States, through Resolution of DGSPSE on November 20,2008. 

However, it has not been until this present year 2010 when the LSPV has started to 
participate in the 'Tvlicroorganism Verification of RTE Programamamand in the '.Performing 
procedure when positive results appeared in the Official Control in RTE Products" 

After the last audit by FSIS that took place in our country from January 7- February 11, 
2010, it is required that the Central Government authority (DGSPSE) visit the implicated 
laboratories in the meat analysis andlor meat products to export to the United Sates. 



SUMMARY RESULTS 

The supervisio~ac-tk&i...---Mng to the following structure: 

Facilities: In the itinerary it was verified the area of culture, the food laboratory, the water 
laboratory, the identification laboratory, the heater room, the storage room, the molecular 
microbiological laboratory and the dioxin laboratory. The audit of the facilities ended at 
the contaminated material area. 

Documentations and Records: 

Quality Manual (Rev.17, 13/01/2010, January 13,2010) 

Procedure PGILSPVI03 for the control, calibration/verification and maintenance 

of internal equipments (Rev. 3,2510612004 June 25,2004). 

Procedure PGLSPVl013 for qualifications of staff (Rev. 1, 19/02/2007, February 

19,2007). 

Procedure PG/LSPV/14 for the elaboration and evaluation of the capacity plan for 

the LSVP (Rev.0/31/0312006, March 31, 2006). 

Procedure PEM/LSPV/013: Reception, identification and records of the 

samplings (Rev.6, 11/02/2008, February 11, 2008) 

Work Sheet (No. record 8127 and 14027) 

Individual folder of equipment (heater 2160024) 

Resolution of November 20,2008 of DGSPSE 


In accordance to the areas of revision, the following considerations were undertaken: 

I. FACILITES OF THE LABORATORIES 

The laboratory was moved to the main building (new building, to be used for first time) 
two years ago. In'the visit, there were verified the evidences of the procedures collected 
in the Self Reporting Tool that have been collected in Annex 1. 

2. DOCUMENTATION AND RECORDS 

In the review of LSPV procedures, it was verified the one established in the Self- 
Reporting Tool, which such questionnaire was completed. 

In regards to the documentation review, it was ohsewed that some of the analytical 
reports submitted to the DGSPSE indicated that only the PEELSPV/096 methodology 
was used for the research of Salmonella, when the equivalent methodology by FSIS is 
PEELSPVl012. 

During the visit the file of one of the reports (no. 08127) was revised and according to the 
work sheet, it was obtained the evidence that that both methodologies were undertaking 
although due to an error, the 012 was not included in the results of the reports. 

http:(Rev.17


On the other hand, it was affirmed that the laboratory does not have ascopyof Resolution 
of November 20, 2008 of DGSPSE in which the LSPV is authorized to perform an 
analysis of Salmonella and Listeria monocytogenes within the frame of the Analysis 
Program of both microorganism in RTE products to export to the United States. 

3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY OF SALMONELLA AND LISTERIA 
MONOCYTOGENES 

In the RTE products samples to export to the United States, the laboratory uses the 
recognized methodology as equivalent to the FSIS. 

PEELSPVl068 to research Listeria monocytogenes and 
PEEILSVPl012 to research Salmonella 

In regards to the investigation of the Listeria monocytogenes there is not any remarkable 
characteristics. 

In regards to the research of Salmonella, the LSPV is undertaking in all the samples as 
the PEEILSVPI012 Methodology (IS0 6579.2000. similar to FSIS MLG.4.04) as 
PEEILSPVI096 (VIDAS). In addition, it is wanted to apply the PEEfLSPVi226 
(screening PCR BAX, accredited in June 2010, similar to the FSIS MLG 4C.02). 

In this sense, it is informed that the LSPV will have to send the methodology 
PEELSPVl096 and PEELSPVl226 to the DGSPSE for its submission to the FSIS, in 
order to submit to the recognized procedure equivalent by such authorities. 

4. CONCLUISIONS 

1. Requirements comply since the research of the Salmonella and Listeria 
monocityogenes in RTE products has used the recognized equivalent by the FSIS. 
2. We have to make sure that all the analytical reports embrace the methodology 
PEElLSPVi012 for the research for Salmonella, independently that 'the LSPV uses 
another analytical methodology. 

Madrid, November 23,2010 
Signed by Chief of Management and Coordination, Marta Garrido Gardia. 



Mlnlstry of Healthand Coniurnpt~on 

Sponlrh Agency of Foodand Nutntlon Food National Center 


CNA. January 21.2010 

I I 
Mlnlstry of HealthandSoclal Polccy

InternalRegistry 

Ass~stantDirector Generd for Foreign Heoith 

Entw 

~e$rtiy# 381 

Date 01/22/2010.09:24:26 


Related to the samples included in the previous sending for the first semester. 
corresponding to "Residues, determination of specles, Listeria and Salmonella 
Program for the USA", from the establishment Campofrio Food Group, S.A. (Burgos) 
and received on January 5, th~s year, find attached the corresponding offic~al 
"Sampling sheet" that accompanied the obtained analytic results from the samples 
Sent for the study on "Listeria" and "Salmonella" (Number of Analysis: 10/00060.) 

Such results have not shown any abnormality 

Majadahonda, Janualy 21.2010 

THE TECHNICAL SECRETARY 

lsidoro Ruiz-Ramos 

CIC: Official Veterinary Services. C/ La Bureba, s/n -09007 - Burgos 

Assistant General Director of Coordination and Alerts and AESAN Official 
Control Programming. c /  Alcala, 56 -28014 -Madrid. 

ASSISTANT GENERAL DIRECTOR OF FOREIGN HEALTH -MINISTRY OF HEALTH AND 
SOCIAL POLICY. Paseo Del Prado. .18-20.28014-MADRID 



I 

Minisfry o f  Heolfh and Consumpt ion  
GeneralDirect ion o f  Publ ic Health 

Sampling Sheet -I O b f B I  
Plan of Residues and DeterMnation of Species f n f h e  USA 

SAMPLING OWNER AND IOUKCI NAMTANDADDI(TS OTHER IDENnRCAnVE DATA 
CAMPOPRlO FOODGROUP. %I\. 
C I  La 8urek.o. I3 Bluered ,174682 
OPWT-BUKWI 

IPGCIT: AUTONOMOUS COMMUNITY: WABLBHMENTNUMBLR: Batch 112e 
PIGS CSnLlE AND LCON U.S&. 21 lorno nq.

IISSUEOR SAMPLIN TO ANALIZE INSPKnON SERVICES SAMPUNGSHEB OUTPUT DATE ".I.&.RFSIDUSS PROGRAM. 

CODE &UTHORIZED LABORATORY 


G H I( M mcdpr.ductj 
01/04/2010 C.N.A. 

VEERINARY SERYICES INSPECTOR. OATEOf COLLKIION OFSAMPLES COLLECnONIIMe DATEOF SMPLES SHIPMENTTOTHE 
SIGNATURE L&BORI\TORY! 

OI/W/ZO10 8:10 OllM12010 

Codes object of anahjrir (mark with on XI: 

PCB3 +ORGANOCHLORiNE (OCI I: ORGANOPHOSPHORATE (OPJ ( I: HEAW MFTALi 1:CHLORANPHENICOL ( 1: ANTIBIOTICS ( I: 

SULFAMICES I I: DES. + HORMONES I: DETERMINATION OF ANIMALSPECIES (I; LlSTERlAS (XI: IYERMECTINE ( ) 


S A L M O N E L L A ( X )  

FOR THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE LAB 

I ANALITIC REPORTI 101OW60 Narample TOWOQ 
SAMPLES CONDlnON TISSUE OR SAMPLE CODE llSSUE OR SAMPLE CODE TISSUE OR SAMPLE TISSUE OR SAMPLE 

AT RECEPTION. 'MEAT PRODUCTOS CODE CODE 
Roomtemp DEERM. DElERM. DElERM DElERM DETERM. DETERM DETERM. DElERM. 


CODE RESULT CODE RESULT CODE RESULT CODE RESULT 

LAB RECEPTION DATE LIST 1 ABSENCE/25g I 1 I 


01/C4/2010 SALM I ABSENCE/3259 


DIRECTOR'S 

Monocyiogener 

SALM-SALMONELLA 
 I I 

FOR THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE OFFICIAL VETERINARY SERVICES 

TISSUE OR SAMPLE AMOUNT SENTTO THE LABORATORY DATA OF MEAT OR MEAT PRODUCT SAMPLES FOREIGN SOURCE 

MEAT 

FAT LIVER MUSCLE KIDNEY PRODUCT FOREIGN ESTABLISHMENT N M E  AND ADDRESS COUNTRY 


600+6M) GR 


OTHER ESPECIAL DIRECTIONS FOR TAKING SAMPLES ESTABLISHMENT ID # BATCH ID I BATCH SIZE OTHER 
IDENTlFlCAnVE 

DATA 


